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Vendor Questions and AOC Answers 

Part 2 
Q2. Related to requirement E.1: 

A. For the integration with the motor vehicle division: 
a. What are the business processes that are being facilitated by this 

integration?  For instance, is the solution expected to look up priors from the 
MVD for the purpose of calculating fines?  Is the solution expected to report 
disposition data to MVD?  Are there other processes that would be 
accomplished through this integration? 

b. Can you describe how the solution would be expected to integration with the 
MVD, technically?  (i.e. database access, web services, mainframe 
integration, etc.) 

A2. With Regards to Metropolitan Court 

a.  This system is expected to integrate via New Mexico Interactive (NMI) API 
to pull driving and motor vehicle records for determining case logic.  An 
example would be if a defendant has no priors within X years.  They may 
qualify for a deferred sentence.  Disposition data is currently being pushed 

  



to MVD via an abstract file sent from Judicial Information Division (JID) 
directly. 

b. The application is expected to connect to New Mexico Interactive (NMI) via 
a web service or API.  This interface would have to be worked out directly 
with MVD or through NMI.  

Q3. With regards to integrating with the court’s custom-built applications: 

A. Can you list the solutions to be integrated with, and the business processes that 
would be facilitated by the integration?  

B. Can you describe how the solution would be expected to integrate with each 
application, technically?  (i.e. database access, web services, mainframe integration, 
etc.) 

A3.  With Regards to Metropolitan Court 

a. The Application is expected to integrate with Odyssey and Metro Traffic 
Arraignment application.  It is expected to pull case data from Odyssey for 
processing.  It should then write back to Metro court.  It should push cases 
that are not able to be processed on ODR Platform back to the Metro 
Traffic Arraignment Application for standard processing. 

b. Integration with Odyssey would be discussed directly with the Judiciary’s 
Judicial Information Division.  Metro is able to receive the data (Case #) via 
an Metro API of cases that are not eligible for ODR or the defendant opted 
for a hearing. 

Q4. Are the case counts listed in Section B background information for the Metropolitan 
Court only? If so, should pricing be provided only for the Metropolitan Court pilot? 

A4. The case counts listed in Section B are for Metropolitan Court only.  Pricing should be 
provided only for the contemplated pilot for Metropolitan Court. 

 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:  Whether the pilot contemplated in this RFP is 
mandatory or voluntary for parties is a policy decision that is yet to be made.  Please 
assume that all cases in the listed categories potentially could be referred to the pilot. 

 

 

 

 

 



Q18. How many educational services agencies (schools) systems need to be integrated with 
this system? 

A18. There is only one educational services application.  This application is developed in-
house at Metro Court.  It hosts all schools from Driver Improvement to DWI. 

Q19. Do these educational services systems have API or other integration mechanism 
available? Please provide details of the mechanisms available. 

A19. The Metro Schools Application currently does not have an API for integration.  We are 
in the process of Updating the application and look forward to working on an interface 
with the chosen ODR vendor. 


